The resolution of conflicts between aircraft is regarded as a very complex optimisation problem, yet air traffic controllers are able to perform the task with high rates of success under demanding circumstances. Much of the expertise of the air traffic controller appears to lie in the ability to select the appropriate strategy for the problem. In this project, we describe a model of expert decision making for the air traffic control conflict resolution task. A key assumption of the approach is that controllers adopt relatively simple heuristics to solve the complex trajectory problem. We model expert decision making as a serial search process in a hierarchical tree, in which the selection of a decision option for further evaluation is constrained by the situation. This is part of a broader project that is developing a new approach for simulating the tasks that a human operator performs, and the workload that the human experiences while carrying out those tasks. In this paper, we will present an analysis of the behaviour of an initial version of this model. The key aim of this analysis is to compare the model's behaviour against the behaviour of expert controllers under varying scenario complexity. The analysis relies on both data from our model simulation runs and recordings of the activities of 14 air traffic controllers. It is based on static aircraft scenarios of varying complexity.
Introduction
There is increasing interest in the use of formal models of human performance as a tool for evaluating human-system integration risks when designing safety-critical systems (Byrne & Gray, 2003) . However, the development of comprehensive cognitive models is known to be a challenging task (Pew & Mavor, 1998) . Computational models often lack the adaptability and flexibility of the humans they are designed to simulate, and are difficult to build. There is a need for approaches that simplify the task of modelling human performance in complex systems. In this research, we have developed a model of expert decision making for the air traffic control conflict resolution task. The air traffic domain is well suited for the application of developing decision models, because the inputs and outputs of the decision process are quantifiable and the control task is representative of a general class of tasks involving decision making under time pressure and uncertainty. Moreover, air traffic conflict resolution is a very complex mathematical problem involving trajectory optimisation and constraint handling (Durand & Alliot, 1997) . The n-aircraft conflict resolution problem is highly combinatorial and cannot be optimally solved using classical mathematical optimisation techniques. Our approach simplifies the task of modelling expert decision making in complex environments by relying on the principle of ecological rationality. The study of ecological rationality focuses on uncovering the "adaptive toolbox" of domain-specific simple heuristics that humans deploy to produce accurate decisions (Todd & Gigerenzer, 2007) . That is, our aim was to design a simplified model that is capable of emulating the decisions an expert controller makes, rather than the decision making process itself.
In this paper, we will present an analysis of the behaviour of an initial version of our model. The key aim of this analysis is to compare the model's behaviour against the behaviour of expert controllers under varying scenario complexity.
Conflict Resolution Model

General concept
Our approach deploys a hierarchical search scheme. Hierarchical search has been shown to produce good modelling solutions to complex aeronautical problems in the past (Nason & Laird, 2005; Rosbe, Chong & Kieras, 2001) . A state-space search engine is used for the evaluation of the decision alternatives. Among the potential solutions, a single option is chosen for evaluation based on a weighting scheme. The weights imposed on the decision alternatives are determined by constraints. The evaluation process will then verify if the selected solution solves one or several problems in the current set of potential conflicts. If problems remain, the model proceeds by either generating a new set of decision alternatives for the remaining problems, or, by backtracking to a previous problem state and selecting an alternative solution associated with this state.
The generation of decision alternatives is based on simple heuristics obtained from experts (using interviews and controlled experiments), and from data mining (using radar track data).
Solution Types
The current implementation of the conflict resolution model provides a set of three different solution types which may be applied to the aircraft involved in potential conflicts. Before a solution can be considered for exploration, one or more conditions of applicability must be satisfied. Each solution has a particular weight. A smaller weight corresponds to a more favourable solution. The solution types are:
A. Assign closest level below or above conflict zone
The principle of this solution type is to ensure sufficient vertical separation by assigning one of the two aircraft of the conflict pair a safe altitude either beneath or above the other aircraft whilst they are in the region of the airspace where a loss of lateral separation is possible. Figure 1 illustrates an example where both aircraft A and B are on climb from Flight Level (FL) 110 to FL150 and from FL120 to FL160 respectively. The climb of aircraft A is halted below aircraft B by assigning FL130 to aircraft A. 
B. Assign separated levels
The second solution type involves modifying the levels of both aircraft. Figure 2 illustrates the basic concept of this solution, once again using a conflict pair of aircraft A and B. In this example, aircraft A is climbing from FL110 to FL150, while aircraft B is descending from FL150 to FL110.
Figure 2: Assign separated levels
In this case, the applicable solution is to interrupt both the climb of aircraft A and the descent of aircraft B by assigning FL130 to aircraft A and FL140 to aircraft B, thereby ensuring that sufficient vertical separation between the aircraft is maintained.
C. Vector behind solution
The vector behind solution is illustrated in Figure 3 and proceeds as follows: A circle with a radius of 6nm (nautical miles) is placed around aircraft B at its current position. Aircraft A is pointed behind aircraft B by vectoring it to the heading that establishes a tangent to this circle, thereby ensuring sufficient lateral separation between the two aircraft. 
Decision Making Process
The selection of the applicable set of solutions is based on a serial search process in a hierarchical tree. In this example, the scenario initially contains four potential conflicts between aircraft pairs, as depicted in the root node within Figure 4 . A set of potential solutions is then constructed for each of the potential conflicts present in this node. The entire set of potential solutions is then evaluated by assigning individual weights to the solutions. This evaluation process considers the suitability of the respective solution with respect to the particular scenario. A solution will then be chosen based on a probabilistic selection scheme. The weight of a solution determines the probability of its selection in this process. That is, a solution having a lower weight is more likely selected than a solution with a higher weight. The selected solution is then applied, creating a new child node with an associated set of conflicts. In the example in Figure 4 , the solution selected in the root node resolves one of the four problems, leaving the respective child node with three remaining problem pairs. The process applied to the root node is then repeated for the child node in a recursive fashion. Figure 4 also demonstrates that solutions selected via a-priori evaluation may be deemed to be inefficient via a-posteriori evaluation. For example, the solution entitled 'Give XXS new level' creates a new conflict, which leads to back-tracking behaviour in the search process. That is, the subsequent search evaluation step may select a solution associated with the parent node, rather than propagating further down from the child node produced by the previous, inefficient solution. The overall optimisation scheme effectively leads to a downhill search which is driven by the available set of solution types (heuristics) and shaped by the situational context (constraints).
Research Aims and Methodology
The proposed analysis has two aims: Firstly, to compare the model's behaviour against the behaviour of controllers in scenarios of varying complexity; Secondly, to identify conceptual modifications to the design of the model that are likely to enhance the level of behavioural fidelity.
Two scenarios, one of low and the other of high complexity, were chosen from the set of four different static air traffic scenarios. Figure 5 shows the scenario of high complexity. The depicted scenario contains eight aircraft, each described in terms of their location, headings, current and cleared levels, and speeds. There were eight potential conflicts in this scenario, whereas there were only two conflicts in the simple scenario. For instance, in the scenario in Figure 5 , VHEWR and VHTRE are on converging headings, and VHEWR is climbing from FL258 to FL350 while VHTRE is climbing from FL262 to FL330. Therefore, VHEWR will climb through the level of VHTRE if no control intervention is initiated.
The set of scenarios was presented to 14 En-Route, radar endorsed air traffic controllers from Brisbane Centre. The time participants had been endorsed as a controller ranged from 10 to 20 years. Controllers held endorsements across both radar and procedural sectors. Following a brief handover, the controllers were asked to resolve the scenario by issuing restrictions to one or more of the aircraft. More specifically, the controllers received the instruction to work through the scenario step by step, and to explain their actions in detail, including the evaluation of potential problems, and the processes of considering options and deciding on actions or priorities. The interviews were based on the critical decision method (Klein, Calderwood & MacGregor, 1989) .
The scenarios were subsequently solved by our decision making model. For each scenario, 100 model runs were performed. The output of both the controllers and the model was encapsulated in two sets of data. The underlying data structure is illustrated in Figure 6 . In this data structure, the aircraft interventions performed by either the controllers or the model simulation runs are classified into eight intervention types. These intervention types are listed in Table 1 . Interrupt an existing descent An additional intervention type (H0) was provided for interventions that do not fall into the eight classes defined in Table 1 . The resulting set of nine intervention types forms the first dimension of the data structure shown in Figure 6 . The second dimension is spanned by the N aircraft subject to intervention. The third dimension specifies the index of the controller (from 1 to 14) or simulation run (from 1 to 100) respectively. Two different types of analyses were undertaken: An analysis based on intervention frequencies, and a pair-based analysis of intervention categories. They will be described in the following two subsections.
Analysis based on intervention frequencies
The aim of the analysis based on intervention frequencies is to gain insight into the similarities and the differences between the intervention behaviour of the controllers and the model. The methodology of the analysis proceeds as follows: Firstly, for both the low and the high complexity scenario, the respective 3D output data shown in Figure 6 originating from the controllers or the model is collapsed in the dimension of the controller or the simulation run respectively. That is, for both the controllers and the model, the intervention rates for the individual aircraft are computed, representing the percentages of controllers or model simulation runs respectively that carry out a specific type of intervention on a particular aircraft. The results are then further collapsed in the dimension of the intervention type by simply summing up the percentages across this dimension, resulting in the total intervention rates for the individual aircraft.
Pair-based analysis of intervention categories
A pair-based analysis of intervention categories was additionally performed on the high complexity scenario to gain deeper insights into the behavioural similarities and discrepancies of the controllers and the model. The procedure is as follows: For each order-insensitive pair permutation of different controllers or simulation runs respectively, the two corresponding 2D data slices are extracted from the 3D data structure depicted in Figure 6 . We then calculate the ratios p(A), p(B), p(C), and p(D) of aircraft falling into the respective pair intervention categories A, B, C, and D for this specific permutation pair. Table 2 shows these pair intervention categories (PICs): Moreover, a matching score mscore is computed as a linear combination of the individual PIC ratios:
Equation 1 The matching score mscore expresses how closely the behaviour of the model and the controllers are aligned with respect to the pair intervention categories defined in Table  2 . Finally, the means of both the PIC ratios p({A;B;C;D}) and the matching score mscore are computed across the individual pair permutations to reflect the average pair intervention behaviour. Figure 7 shows the average intervention rates of the controllers and the model for the individual aircraft in the low complexity scenario. Figure 8 shows the respective results for the high complexity scenario. It can be seen from both Figures 8 and 9 that whilst controllers intervened more frequently than the model, the model selected the aircraft that were chosen most frequently by the controllers. In the low complexity scenario, the aircraft most frequently chosen by both the model and controllers were BAW12 and QFA137. In the high complexity scenario, the aircraft most frequently chosen by both the model and controllers were QFA22, VHERW, and VHTTO. Aircraft whose controller intervention rates fall below 20% are typically not considered for intervention by the model in most cases. Moreover, it becomes apparent from Figures 8 and 9 that the model shows less variability in the intervention rates for the selected aircraft. This effect generally becomes more apparent for scenarios of high complexity where the number of aircraft subject to intervention is larger than for scenarios of low complexity. Table 3 shows the means and the standard deviations of the PIC ratios p (A), p(B), p(C), and p(D) , and the mean and the standard deviation of the matching score mscore across the controller pair permutations and the pair permutations of the simulation runs respectively, based on the data for the low complexity scenario. All values have been rounded to two decimals in Table 3 . As can be seen in Table 4 , the average matching score is higher for the model than for controllers. A t-test confirmed that the mean matching score is statistically significantly larger for the model than for controllers at a 5% significance level. This finding suggests that there is a greater average consistency in the decisions made by the model than in the decisions made by the controllers. These differences were most evident for intervention classes A and D. Specifically, the mean ratio for intervention category A is significantly smaller for controller pair permutations than for the model run permutations, which was once again confirmed in a t-test at a 5% significance level. Furthermore, instances of disagreement, in which one member of the pair selects an aircraft for intervention but the other does not (intervention category D), are greater on average for controllers than for the model, which has once again been confirmed in a t-test at a 5% significance level. These differences in consistency appear to be mainly due to the fact that controllers intervene with a wider range of aircraft than the model.
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Conclusions and Outlook
In this research, we have performed an analysis of our decision model for the air traffic conflict resolution task. The results indicate that there is a reasonable agreement between the behaviour of the model and controllers, specifically in selecting aircraft that are subject to control interventions. One of the key behavioural differences between the model and human controllers was identified, that controllers demonstrated a greater variance in their behaviour, with respect to both the selection of the aircraft of intervention and the range of solution types applied. Therefore, increasing the behavioural variance of the model manifests an important consideration for future system design.
The results presented in this paper suggest that our modelling approach has promise for its application to expert decision making in complex task environments. In addition to enhancing the fidelity of the model, our future research aims to increase the efficiency of the search optimisation, and to integrate adaptive behaviour in response to key features of the task context.
